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     For my second analysis I chose to look at the game Tower Unite. PixelTail Games is the 
studio that created Tower Unite. Tower Unite was released on April 8, 2016 for Steam with 
availability on Windows, Linux, and Mac. On the website for Tower Unite, they list the game’s 
genre as MMOVW or Massively Multiplayer Online Virtual World. I would describe the 
background for the game as being on an extended vacation on a very technologically advanced 
beach resort. While you are on this vacation, you play a wide array of games to earn experience 
and get cash to fully customize your condo or home in the resort. While this game does not 
have a direct storyline, it is very comparable to other MMOs in that it is ripe for people to 
interact, roleplay, and create memories with others online. With vast selection of items to 
customize your character in game coupled with Steam workshop support, you hypothetically 
can be anyone you want to be in the game. The gameplay of Tower Unite is kind of dependent 
on what type of activities inside the game you like to do. Tower Unite has game modes such as 
Minigolf, Ball Race which is similar to Monkey Ball, Virus where a zombie player tries to infect 
other players, Little Crusaders where a player as a knight tries to defeat a player who is a 
dragon, and lastly Zombie Massacre which is a cooperative mode where players team up to 
defeat hordes of AI zombies but in a top down perspective with an emphasis on classes. Also, 
there is a working casino, bowling alley, laser tag, fishing, and trivia area that allow you to earn 
cash and experience. As you play these games, you get money to go spend at the various 
stores to customize your home with anything from furniture designed by PixelTail to custom 
made items players have made on the workshop such as full scale transformers. In addition, 
there are a wide variety of houses ranging from condo, to underground lair, to a blank grass plot 
players can make their own custom housing on. The game components really depend on what 
you are playing, while the other main component is the hub area where you reach all other 
game modes and housing while still containing all the stores and a place for people to meet and 
socialize. There are a multitude of unique maps for each of the game modes. Each game has its 
own components such as what the player object is, collectibles, enemies, etc. The housing has 
one system very much like Unity’s editor to customize not only your home but the properties of 
the items as well. The biggest component would be the form of currency which you receive 
based on participation, performance, and difficulty of what you are playing.  So getting a hole in 
one on a hard course would get you more cash then a bogey on an easier course but everyone 
still gets an amount for playing. I played Tower Unite through Steam on my Windows PC. 
 
     What I really enjoyed about Tower Unite is the social aspect.  So many large multiplayer 
games have people grouped together, but they don't interact much. On Tower Unite you can 
talk through voice or text to anyone on the server; you can join and be inspired by other people's 
houses, or play minigolf with someone at any time. The only major complaint I have with the 
game is that most of the game modes are very fast paced and action oriented.  While these 
types of game modes should still exist in the game, I think there is room for slower pace modes 
that people could devote more time into, while simultaneously getting to know who they are 
playing with better.  



I believe adding activities/modes that people could play at certain locations in the hub and in 
their homes could fix these problems. These types of activities could range from board games 
which people then would have a reason to stay and enjoy the amazing houses people have 
made. They could also add a system for karaoke since they already have added the ability to 
play Soundcloud songs and Youtube videos on the screens in their respective home. Or even 
include VR capability in homes like VRChat has so people feel more immersed when they are 
with people.  
 
One thing I have learned from Tower Unite that I wish to employ in my games is their use of 
Trello, a website that they use for roadmapping the game as well a forum for their users. While 
PixelTail games is a small studio, it is very amazing to see the care they give to user's feedback 
and how they try to incorporate it into their development. Another positive is how well organized 
their development is, seeing what they are going to add, and who is working on what. 
Visualizing how close these things are to completion gets me excited as both a player of the 
game, as well as someone who aspires to make games in the future. 

 
 


